TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Special Meeting of Council
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, February 27, 2018 at 5:00 p.m.
Times are estimates only.
5:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the February 27, 2018 Special Meeting of Council
B. DELEGATIONS
None
C. MINUTES
None
D. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
None

5:00 – 6:00

E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
1. Canmore Recreation Centre Life Cycle Maintenance Project: Direction for
re-introduction of central feature stairwell
Recommendations:
(1) That Council approve the amended scope as presented for capital project
7009 to include a central stair.
(2) That Council approve an increase in the budget for capital project 7009 of
up to $430,000 for the central stair to be funded from the general capital
reserve.
F. BYLAW APPROVAL
None
G. NEW BUSINESS
None
H. CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION
None
I. REPORTS FROM ADMINISTRATION
None
J. NOTICES OF MOTION
None
K. IN CAMERA
None

6:00

L. ADJOURNMENT

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

February 27, 2018

Agenda #: E-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Canmore Recreation Centre Life Cycle Maintenance Project: Direction for
re-introduction of central feature stairwell.

SUBMITTED BY:

Kristine Bain, Facilities Project Manager

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council approve the amended scope as presented for capital project
7009 to include a central stair.
That Council approve an increase in the budget for capital project 7009 of
up to $430,000 for the central stair to be funded from the general capital
reserve.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As directed in motion 6-2018COW at the February 13, Committee of the Whole Meeting Administration is
seeking Council direction regarding the re-introduction of a central stairwell into the design and scope for the
Canmore Recreation Centre (CRC) Life Cycle Maintenance (LCM) Project.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
Date
Motion
Action
June 20, 194-2017
Moved by Councillor Seeley that Council amend the budgets for the Canmore
2017
Recreation Centre Life Cycle Maintenance Project (Capital Project #1808) and
the Spatial Needs Project (Capital Project #1809) to a total of $12,220,000 and
amend the scope to that presented in option 2 of the Canmore Recreation
Centre Life Cycle Maintenance Project Scope Report, with the additional $1.5M
in funding to be bridge financed from the General Capital Reserve and then
paid back from future Municipal Sustainability Initiative (MSI) grant allocations.
DEFEATED
In favour: Seeley, Russell
Opposed: Krausert, McCallum, Borrowman, Comfort, Sandford
June 20, 195-2017
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that Council amend the scope for the Canmore
2017
Recreation Centre Life Cycle Maintenance Project and Spatial Needs Projects
to the scope presented in option 1 of the Canmore Recreation Centre Life
Cycle Maintenance Project Scope Report.
CARRIED
In favour: Krausert, McCallum, Borrowman, Comfort, Sandford
Opposed: Seeley, Russell
August
Bylaw
$5,000,000 debenture borrowing was to fund a portion of the construction of
15, 2017 #2017-11
the Canmore Recreation Centre Lifecycle Maintenance Project was given third
reading.
February
6-2018COW Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole (COW) direct
13, 2018
administration to come to Council as soon as possible to get direction regarding
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Motion

Action
the re-introduction of a central stairwell into the design and scope for the
project.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
7-2018COW Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole direct
administration to suspend the current design process until the decision is made
by Council on a change of scope.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

DISCUSSION
Background
There are critical components of the CRC that are at the end of their lifecycle and are at high risk of failure
(mechanical systems, ice plant, condensing tower, etc.). To address these issues, a lifecycle maintenance capital
project was approved by Council. The work required to address the critical lifecycle components triggers
additional requirements for the CRC to be in compliance with the most recent building code (AK roof, change
room sightlines, etc.). As a result of the need to address building code issues the design team for the project
investigated alterations to the building that would improve the user experience for the extended life of the facility.
These facility enhancements were developed through consultation with the user groups, but were primarily driven
by the need to address lifecycle and code issues.
During the initial code review phase of this project, it became clear that the sightlines into the Alex Kaleta (AK)
arena dressing rooms needed to be rectified. This could have been completed within the existing footprint of the
dressing rooms by decreasing the size of the dressing areas. However this is not functional as the existing dressing
rooms are already small compared to modern facilities. It was also determined the existing central stairwell was
not required by building code. By removing the central staircase, the AK dressing rooms could be enlarged from
the status quo. The stair removal also provided more space for the new flex change room that was considered an
operational priority item for the user groups. As such, the design presented to Council on June 20, 2017 and
carried in motion 195-2017 did not include a centrally located stairwell. At the same Council meeting, a motion
was put forward to increase the budget to allow for enhanced scope. This option included a shifting of the AK
bleachers to create additional dressing room space and an expansion of program space on level 2. However, this
motion was defeated. The direction from Council to Administration at that time was to work within the existing
budget.
Since the June 20th meeting, Administration worked closely with user groups to better understand specific design
requests. The desire for the addition of a centrally located stairwell was expressed by some groups. Although the
centrally located stairwell is not required by code, it would change the flow through the building and improve
access to the multi-purpose room on Level 2.
In January 2018, a detailed budget review based on more complete design drawings determined that the project
was potentially $3-4 million over the $9.5 million construction budget. As a result of Council direction to work
within the budget, a value engineering exercise was conducted to look at ways to reduce cost while maintaining
the original scope to address critical lifecycle and code requirements. Only the core lifecycle and code
components as well as a few of the highest priority user group enhancements were retained with the intent to go
to tender to confirm final pricing. Non-essential changes, material upgrades and other enhancements were
removed from the tender package, however an option to get separate pricing for additional components was in
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place in the event that pricing came in better than expected and additional elements could be re-included into the
project. The budget update and nature of key changes were presented at the Feb. 13th COW. One of the key
reductions was the elimination of the central feature staircase.
Effects of re-introducing the stairwell
The floor plan with the centrally located stairwell can be seen in attachment 1. The floor plan without the
centrally located stairwell can be seen in attachment 2. There are some floor plan differences between the two
options that are highlighted in orange on attachment 1. A diagram showing the high level sequence to construct
the feature stairwell can be found on attachment 3. The re-introduction of the stairwell will require other
alterations (i.e. entrance to TC arena) to allow the stairs to function and which add cost and are expected to add
to the construction timeline and disruption to user groups. Re-introducing a central stairwell will have some
operational as well aesthetic benefits that will be of value to the facility. A comparison of floor plan footprint
changes with the re-introduction of the stairwell is summarized below:

Alex Kaleta Dressing Room 1
Community Hall
Servery
Level 2 Storage

* Storage on east wall of Community Hall
remains the same between options and is not
included in these numbers

Capacity
Size
Capacity
Size
Size

With Central Stairwell
Up to 20 athletes
344m2 (3700ft2)
200 seats
24m2 (255ft2)
32m2 (345ft2) over three
rooms*

Without Central Stairwell
Up to 17 athletes
310m2 (3335ft2)
160 seats
34m2 (365ft2)
39m2 (420ft2) over two
rooms*

It is important to note that the inclusion of the central stairwell has effects on several drawings as well as
construction sequencing and thus a decision is required prior to tender. It will be significantly more expensive to
add this stairwell at a later date. It would result in another significant renovation that would significantly impact
operations and require major floor plan alterations on both level 1 and level 2.
Cost
The estimated cost to include the central stairwell is $430k. This includes material and construction costs, design
fees, other associated soft costs and floor plan modifications. This change cannot be absorbed within the existing
budget, so a budget increase of $430k would be required.
Schedule
The project schedule has shifted a number of times as result of additional engagement with user groups, the need
to address important sequencing constraints, and the value engineering exercise that resulted from the most
recent budget estimates. An additional three and a half-week delay has occurred as a result of the design hold
requested by Council to consider the reintroduction of the central stairwell. If direction on the inclusion of the
stairwell is provided at this meeting, no further delays are expected for the release of the tender to all remaining
sub-trades. However, the window of opportunity to implement any work before the end of April (the 2017/18
winter arena season) has been eliminated. Tenders are now expected to close mid-April and work to be awarded
in May.
During construction, additional time will also be required to accommodate the installation of the central stairwell,
and associated floor plan changes. This increase is estimated to be approximately 6 to 8 weeks. The work on the
lobby area and the second floor (with the exception of the hall) was anticipated to be completed by the end of
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August but is now anticipated to extend until mid-October. As a result the level 2 multi-purpose room and fitness
room will not yet be functional when the ice user season starts in September.
Apart from the increase in working time re-introducing the stairwell may also introduce the following impacts to
the operations of the facility during construction;








Limits the potential locations for the elevator which will potentially add considerable construction
schedule and interruptions to lobby area.
There will be no access to the Thelma Crowe (TC)/Alex Kaleta (AK) arenas from the main lobby during
stair construction.
It will affect ability to maintain availability of multiple multi-purpose rooms during construction of the
stairs.
Capability of getting occupancy on 2nd floor east of the central stairwell will be affected until the stairwell
is installed as there will only be one safe route of egress from that space.
There will be additional schedule impacts to the concession area and 2nd floor washrooms.
The work will be very intrusive potentially creating issue for user groups operating in the building.
The lobby area will potentially be under heavy construction during the gymnastics event in June

Risks
Re-introducing the stairwell in the proposed location also introduces some unique risks such as:
 Elevated schedule risk.
 Limited elevator locations which increase construction cost and schedule risks of the elevator installation
 Depth of water table may be an issue during the time of stairwell construction potentially causing issue
with excavation and for the surrounding slabs.
 Unforeseen under slab utilities being encountered.
 Schedule/operational impacts to concession and lobby area.
 Operational impacts to 2nd floor areas and schedule impact to washrooms.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Proceed to Tender with Value Engineering Design
It is the opinion of Administration that the design as presented at the Feb. 13, 2018 COW achieves the original
council approved scope of the project to address critical lifecycle and code requirements while providing the
optimal user group enhancements that can be achieved within the approved budget. The intent of Administration
was to go to tender with the Value Engineered design in order to confirm the project can be completed on
budget, while getting separate pricing for many of the eliminated items should pricing allow them to be reintroduced. Moving forward in this manner would be Administrations preferred option as no evaluation has taken
place to determine if the re-introduction of the central stair is the best use of an increase in the project budget.
Moving forward with the Value Engineering scope as presented at the Feb, 13 COW will result if Council defeats
the primary motion as proposed.
Incorporate Other High Priority Items into Tender Design
Re-introducing a central stairwell will have some operational and aesthetic benefits that will be of value to the
facility and its users as described above. However, there were a number of other building components that were
also considered a high priority by the user groups and no evaluation or consultation has taken place to determine
which enhancements that could be achieved for the same cost would best meet the needs of user groups. In
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addition, based on feedback received, user groups are not unanimous in their desire for this stairwell, particularly
if it translates into other items being excluded from the scope.
If Council is willing to consider an increase to the overall project budget, then it may be appropriate to consider
other enhancements in addition to the central stairwell. For example, similar to the central stairwell, the addition
of ventilation to support open cooking in the concession, is an item that cannot easily be implemented in future
years. As such, if there is a desire to include this item, now is also the best time to do so.
Below is a chart of additional high priority items for consideration. Cost estimates have been provided to Council
in camera to protect the bargaining position of the Town, however these cost estimates are preliminary and can
only be confirmed once the project has been tendered.
Additional Scope Item
Central Stairwell
Replacement of TC bleachers
Replacement of infrared heaters in AK
Replacement of infrared heaters in TC
Addition of dump pit, melt and operator room extension in AK
Addition of ventilation system to support open cooking in concession
Installation of folding wall in level 2 multi-purpose room
Replacement of benches in TC dressing rooms
Installation of second dehumidification unit for arenas
Additional arena unit heaters
Installation of air conditioning unit for gymnasium and Level 1
multipurpose room
As discussed at the Feb. 13th COW meeting, separate pricing will be requested in the tender packages for these
items. In the event tender pricing is lower than the construction budget, these items could be added back in based
on their priority ranking up until the budget is maximized.
Administration does not recommend adding these items and increasing the budget at this time due to the lack of
consideration of the cost involved in relation to other municipal priorities. In addition, many of the items can be
added at a later date or done in later years with the exception of the ventilation enhancements to the concession.
If Council were to consider this option the potential motions required could be as follows:
That Council approve the tender of the CRC project with the following additions to the scope: (see above table)
That Council approve an increase in the budget for capital project 7009 of up to $x, to be funded from the
general capital reserve.
Base Lifecycle Maintenance and Code Related Work Only
Another alternative would be to complete only the essential lifecycle and resulting code items and implement no
user group enhancements. The expected construction cost of this base work would be approximately $850k less
than the estimates for the recommended Value Engineered scope presented Feb. 13 at the COW (attachment 2) .
The floor plans for the base lifecycle maintenance and code related work can be found on attachment 4. This
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option was considered and rejected in the early phases of the project. Amongst other things this base case floor
plan does not:
 Create a multi-purpose room on level 1;
 Provide a public room with viewing of the arenas or improved handicap viewing;
 Expand the AK dressing rooms;
 Provide a flex room for 13 athletes (current flex room capacity is only 3 athletes); or
 Increase the area for the gymnasium dressing rooms.
Administration does not recommend proceeding with this option as the additional $850k in construction budget
is good value. It provides a significant amount of program additions and operational benefits. Also, important to
note is that proceeding with this option would cost an additional $675k in design costs, resulting in only a small
net savings as well as delay the project by approximately 6 months. Construction would not begin until at least Q4
2018. The additional design costs would nearly negate the construction costs saved. If Council were to consider
this option a potential motion could be as follows:
That Council approve the tender of the CRC project for base lifecycle maintenance and code related work only.
Timing
It is important to note that time is a critical component of this project. The construction schedule is intended to
minimize disruption to user groups and ensure the continued functioning of the core components of the facility.
The construction schedule has already been impacted by multiple factors and there is now considerable schedule
risk. Any additional delays could result in severe disruption of user group activities, including impacting the
availability of ice for hockey season. If tender pricing comes back above budget for the scope option approved by
Council, then Administration would return to Council for further direction.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
The budget for the construction of the project is through capital projects #7009 – Lifecycle $10,320,000 and
#7010 – Spatial Needs $400,000.
The approved project budget of $400,000 for capital project 7010 is funded from General Capital Reserve.
The approved project budget of $10,320,000 for capital project #7009 is funded as follows:
General Capital Reserve
Debenture
MSI Capital Grant
Total

$ 320,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
10,320,000

The $5,000,000 debenture borrowing bylaw (Bylaw #2017-11) was given third reading on August 15, 2017.
While it is Administration’s recommendation that the project budget not change, if Council chooses to increase
the budget there are three possible funding sources:
1. Reserves
2. Debentures
3. MSI Capital Grant
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While possible, Administration does not recommend taking additional debt as the Town is already close to the
70% limit imposed in the Debt Management Policy, and doing so would require amending the existing borrowing
bylaw which takes time and is subject to certain restrictions. Also, while possible, Administration is not
recommending allocating additional MSI Capital Grant funds to this project. There is uncertainty surrounding
MSI’s annual amount and even continuation by the Province. In addition, most of the MSI Capital Grants
received to date have been allocated to recreational facility projects, and there are other upcoming projects that
will require these funds.
The reserve policy targets a minimum of the amount required to fund the next five years of new capital projects
identified within the Town’s planning documents, plus unanticipated capital expenditures, and the maximum is
the amount needed in the next ten years. According to the currently approved Long Term Financial Strategy
(LTFS), the amount needed for new projects contained in the Town’s planning documents is $15.1 million in the
next five years and $48.6 million in the next ten years. These figures come from the projections contained in the
LTFS document and have not been adjusted to consider reductions that will arise by implementing the other
strategies recommended in the report.
The current projected balance as at December 31, 2018 is $7.9 million for the General Capital reserve and
$883,000 for the Municipal Reserve and as at December 31, 2022 are projected to be $9.5 million and $2.0 million
respectfully. Although there are insufficient funds in reserves to meet the projected requirements, if the project
budget were to increase, the Municipal Reserve or the General Capital reserve would be the most feasible funding
sources.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Since the COW presentation on February 13th, User groups were notified of the Committee of the Whole
direction to Administration to suspend the current design process until the decision is made by Council on a
change of scope. Given the tight timelines and priority to focus on seeking answers for this report, no other
engagement occurred with User groups. Instead, they were encouraged to discuss their thoughts with the Mayor
and Councillors.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
This capital project aligns with the Town’s Strategic Plan Priority of implementing an asset management strategy
and executing work to maintain existing infrastructure in a fiscally responsible manner. The approval of the design
is essential to progress to construction of the life cycle maintenance work in the CRC.
ATTACHMENTS
1) VE Floor plan with central feature stairwell
2) VE Floor plan without central feature stairwell
3) Feature stair detail
4) Base Case Floor Plan: LCM and code items only
5) Scope List with Prices – provided to Council only to protect the Town’s competitive position
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AUTHORIZATION
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Date:
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Date:
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Attachment 1
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Attachment 2
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VALUE ENGINEERED SCHEME | WITHOUT FEATURE STAIR
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Attachment 3

F E AT U R E STAIR
2

1
1.

Infill existing double doors to Thelma Crowe Arena

2.

Build new entrance vestibule into Thelma Crowe Arena
- remove existing cladding from building exterior in addition vacinity
- excavate for new piles
- install new framing for addition on levels 1 and 2
- install cladding on building exterior and tie into existing building envelope
- finish interior of addition

3.

Addition of structure to support new opening
- cut and remove existing main floor slab for extent of new stair
- excavate for new piles
- new columns and beams
- reinstatement of main floor slab opening and prepare for finish

4.

Create opening in existing second floor slab
- remove extent of precast hollow core slabs required for opening
- infill portions of second floor to remain with framing, decking, and concrete
topping

5.

Installation of new custom metal stair frame
- fill pans with concrete
- install metal guard
- paint frame and cover with floor finish
- install wood handrail

6.

Installation of wood feature wall and bench

7.

Build trophy case below stair

3

6
7

LEVEL 1

2

5
4
LEVEL 2
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BASE CASE | LIFE CYCLE MAINTENANCE ONLY
LEVEL 1

Attachment 4
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